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Abstract
Portugal is experiencing a larger slowdown of productivity growth than the one occurring in advanced
economies. This paper aims to help understanding why convergence in productivity levels is not
happening by considering its main determinants. It presents a set of different reasons for this slowdown
and divergence with developed economies since the mid-1990s that are associated with an increasing
misallocation of capital, labour and skills both at a sectorial and firm level.
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1 - Introduction
Portugal is experiencing a slowdown of productivity growth, similar to the one occurring in advanced
economies. Given that aggregate productivity growth is the main source of per capita income differences
across countries, this slowdown is associated with a slower improvement in living standards.
Several explanations are possible: the birth rate of innovative firms able to deal with higher regulatory
complexity and thrive is declining (OECD, 2015a); Insufficient investment in infrastructures, equipment,
R&D and information and communication technology (ICT) in developed economies and associated with a
weak aggregate demand (Sakellaris and Wilson, 2004; Jorgenson et al, 2008; Adler et al, 2017); Slower
technology diffusion (Andrews et al, 2015); Non-competitive product markets and capital misallocation
(Isaksson, 2007; Dias et al, 2016). Rigid labour markets and rapid ageing of the population in European
countries led to skills and labour mismatches and insufficient knowledge-based and human capital
accumulation (Bloom et al, 2012; Adler et al, 2017; Aiyar et al, 2016).
In a neoclassical world, Portugal, poorer than most of the developed economies, is expected to
converge both in the level of productivity and in the average wealth of the population. That was the goal
when Portugal became a European Community member.
The aim of this paper is thus to understand why the expected convergence is not happening. It starts
by comparing the recent evolution of productivity in Portugal and the most developed countries, the EU
core2 and G7, confirming that the Portuguese economy is diverging in productivity levels. Then, the main
productivity determinants are considered in order to present some possible explanations for the slowdown
in the Portuguese economy. It concludes with a brief review of the main findings.

2 – Evolution of Portuguese productivity
Aggregate productivity (AP) reflects the efficiency in producing in one country. In an aggregate
production function, productivity growth can be complimentary measured through the change in labour
productivity, or any other input, or in multifactor productivity.
Labour productivity (LP) measures units of output produced per unit of a labour input. LP growth
reflects the gains from the use of the labour input and from multifactor productivity and capital, through its
service per unit of labour. This same logic can be applied to capital or any other input. Multifactor
productivity (MFP) measures the residual in economic growth. MFP growth reflects the increase in output
that is not explained by a change in the quantity of inputs and it can be interpreted as the change in the
stock of knowledge applied in production. If everything else is equal, countries with a lower stock of
knowledge will tend to imitate those with a higher stock and thus to catch-up and converge.
Portugal converged with developed economies in both LP and MFP growth after the transition to
democracy in 1974 and until the 1990s. Improvements in the level of education and in the allocation of
skills, a higher rate of investment in tangibles and important reforms after EC entry help explain it. But
since then productivity growth slowed and Portugal started to diverge due to insufficient investment in ICT
and R&D, labour market rigidity and the allocation of labour and capital to non-tradable industries3, partly
dominated by state-owned firms or less open to competition. The evolution after the global financial crisis
of 2008 is not clear.
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EU core includes all the member states in 2003 except Austria and Greece, for which there isn’t data.
Tradable industries when exports/sales higher than 15%. Include agriculture, mining, manufacturing, transports,
tourism, consulting and other technical activities. The remaining, including the state sector, are non-tradable.
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2.1 - Labour productivity
p
y
Fig
gures 1 and 2 below compa
are Portugal w
with employme
ent-weighted G7,
G a proxy foor globally developed
marke
ets, and the EU core averag
ges, and show
w that LP grew
w faster in Portugal than in advanced countries
up to mid-1990´s. From
F
1975 to 1995, LP yearrly average grrowth rate was
s 2.8% and thee average inco
ome in
gal increased faster than in the EU core ccountries.
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etween 1985 and 1995 (Ta
able 1), after severe econo
omic problems associated with the seco
ond oil
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shockk and when Po
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me member off the Europea
an Communitie
es (EC), theree was a catch
hing-up
and th
he LP yearly growth
g
rate wa
as significantlyy above the G7
G countries (2
2%) and the E
EU core (2.2%
%). This
higher growth is asssociated with the impleme ntation of imp
portant liberalization reformss after the EC
C entry
mprovements in human cap
pital and a high
her rate of inv
vestment that led to a higheer capital-labou
ur ratio
and im
(Freita
as, 2012).
LP
P growth up to
o 1995 was also a result off better labour allocation. Employment
E
sttarted to mov
ve from
agricu
ulture and agro
o-food, textiles and other trraditional industries to service sectors succh as trade, utilities,
u
constrruction, real estate,
e
busine
ess services, financing or tourism, whe
ere there wass higher produ
uctivity
growth (Lains, 2008
8).
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Table 1: GDP per hour worked* - yearly compounded growth rates
1970-1980 1980-1990 1985-1992 1992-2000 2000-2007 2007-2015
Portugal
3,2%
2,2%
3,8%
1,5%
1,3%
0,9%
G7
2,9%
2,2%
2,2%
2,3%
1,7%
0,9%
EU core
3,8%
2,3%
2,2%
2,2%
1,2%
0,7%
Source: OECD. * USD Constant prices, 2010 PPPs. G7 and EU core: employment-weighted averages
G7: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, UK and USA. EU core: 15 members in 2003 except Austria and Greece

After 1993, however, LP growth started to progressively slowing down (figure 1), registering an annual
growth rate of 1.2% up to 2014. As a consequence, LP in Portugal diverged up to 2003 with the EU core
and up to 2007 with G7. Worse, Portugal was expected to grow faster in terms of LP but the underlying
trend is of a tiny divergence with the EU core (seen only in the slashed lines), to whom is economically
more integrated, and a stronger divergence with G7 (seen in the higher decreasing slope of Portugal and
in the equations in figure 2).
Labour was allocated to smaller firms and non-market entities in trade and services sectors, which
represented 72% of total employment. Non-structural factors such as deficient capital allocation to
protected industries and to state-owned firms, distorted competition and rigid labour markets also explain
the slowing down of LP (McKinsey, 2004).
Further trade liberalization with the creation of the World Trade Organization in 1995, reinforced by
China´s accession in 2000, the end of multi-fiber agreement and the EU enlargement to Central European
countries in 2004, opened the European market for developing economies. It had two consequences for
traditional exporting industries (textiles, footwear, pulp, etc.): a reduction in employment due to business
closures, because lower relative wages were no longer a comparative advantage, and further
improvements in LP in the remaining firms in these industries (Laíns, 2008)4.
But LP gains in manufacturing were not sufficient. Overall LP divergence is evident since 1993, initially
in trade and market services, and in the 2000´s even LP growth in manufacturing became lower than in the
EU core (Sondermann, 2012). Contrary to most developed economies, manufacturing was always a
relatively small sector in Portugal in gross value added terms (GVA) because there was a direct transition
of resources from agriculture to low LP growth activities such as construction, trade and market and nonmarket services.
A consequence of the low LP growth in Portugal, together with a higher increase in Portuguese real
wages, the increasing consumption levels financed externally with Euro-related low interest rates and
permanent deficits in the current account (Blanchard, 2007) was an almost unsustainable level of debt
owed by families, firms and the Portuguese state that ended in a near-bankruptcy in 2011.
The relative level of LP recovered after 2007. Despite the important reforms recently introduced in the
labour market and the catching-up in the level of education (section 3), it is difficult to know if this is
sustainable. The stock of capital per person employed is decreasing since 2013 and recent employment
growth is probably bringing back to the market some of the low skilled and less productive workers that
became unemployed after 2000. If this is the case, and the latest available information up to 2016 seems
to confirm it, it will negatively affect LP growth in the near future and confirm its decreasing trend.
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Bloom et al (2015) explain the same effects in 12 European countries with Chinese import competition after its
accession to the WTO.
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2.2 - Multifacttor productiivity
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ultifactor prod
ductivity (MFP
P) growth wa
as also highe
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develo
oped econom
mies between the
t 1970s and
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(
the avverage yearly growth rate of
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U15 average by 0.2 p.p. in 1990-1995. Thhroughout this period
growth decreased but
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Ecckaus explained it with a catch-up
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improvem
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opulation, new
w investment ffrom foreign sources
(private and EU funds) in non-trraditional secttors in Portugal such as the car industryy and in Information
Communicatio
ons Technolog
gy (ICT). Libe
eralization refo
orms after the entry to thee EC in 1986
6 most
and C
proba
ably helped.
Ho
owever, MFP growth slowe
ed in the end
d of the 1990s5, falling below that of thhe G7 and EU
U core
countries (Figure 3 and table 2)). Multifactor productivity grew by 0.2% between 19996 and 2013 (yearly
e
worse th
han LP becausse it stagnate
ed since 1999
9. Portugal waas not converg
ging in
average) and did even
with most of th
he remaining advanced
a
cou
untries.
MFP w

Ta
able 2: Mu
ultifactor Productivi
P
ity
yearly com
mpounded growth rates

Porrtugal
EU core*
G7

1995
5-2000
0,7%
1,3%
1,1%

2000-2010
2
0,0%
0,4%
0,4%

2010-20
013
0,0%
0,1%
0,3%

Sou
urce: OECD.s tat
* EU core (the above
e EU countries and Belgium, Denmark, Finland
d, Ireland, Spain
n, the
Nethe
erlands and Sw
w eden). Unavailable data f or Greece,
G
Austria and Luxembou
urg.

alta and Moh
hl (2014), using a differen
nt methodolog
gy, explain th
he TFP-basedd technologica
al gap
Ba
betwe
een advanced and “laggard”” economies ( Portugal, Spa
ain and Italy) within
w
the Euroo area to wide
en or to
be pe
ersistent (depe
ending on the
e industries) in
n the decade preceding the global finanncial crisis. In
n some
non-trradable industtries (utilities, construction a
and some serv
vices) that gre
ew substantial ly in Portugal during
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From
m this point on th
hese are OECD numbers, while
e those presente
ed in Eckaus (2008) are EC’s.
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this pe
eriod there wa
as even negative MFP grow
wth partly due
e to insufficien
nt investment iin R&D and IC
CT, or,
during
g the crisis, du
ue to capital misallocation
m
(G
Gopinath et al, 2017).
Th
he insufficient investment in
n intangibles iss consistent with
w the consumption-basedd model of eco
onomic
growth in Portugal after 1995. An
A external infflow of money
y associated with low interrest rates from
m Euro
bership, togeth
her with wage
e growth in no
on-tradable se
ectors, led to growing conssumption leve
els that
memb
deteriorated the current
c
account and to a substantial increase in external debbt. Resources
s were
on-tradable an
nd protected industries (w
wholesale and retail trade, state service
es and
misallocated to no
p in total G
GVA then in th
he Euro core countries), w
where MFP de
eclined,
constrruction weightted more 10 p.p.
and to
otal investmen
nt was not revv
ved up by the surge in domestic demand (Reis, 2013).

2.3 – Distribu
utional features
Th
he productivityy growth slowd
down is assocciated with a widening
w
dispe
ersion of produuctivity gains in each
sectorr and with higher wage disp
persion (Berlin
ngieri et al, 20
017; Andrews et al, 2015). Neo-Schumpe
eterian
growth theory states that firms at the frontie
er are able to
t innovate and adopt new
w technologie
es and
knowledge, thus ke
eeping a highe
er annual rate
e of productiviity growth. The remaining ffirms, howeve
er, may
y growth when
n there are frrictions in technology and innovation diffusion
face a slowdown in productivity
throug
gh learning or catching-up.
Th
his is observe
ed in many markets
m
where
e the effects of
o digital technologies and globalization led to
winne
er take-most dynamics
d
and is more pron
nounced in industries wherre recent prodduct market re
eforms
were less pro-comp
petition, sugge
esting that po licy decisions are limiting th
he diffusion prrocess. (Andrrews et
al, 2016).
n, is if this is happening
h
in P
Portugal. Figure 4 and 5 are
e based on thee OECD´s Mu
ultiprod
A question, then
he sectoral ev
volution of the
e standard de
eviation of LP and MFP gro
rowth rates be
etween
output and show th
ation or a redu
uction in the dispersion
d
cann be observed. The
2004 and 2012. In most industriies a stabiliza
n the manufaccturing sectorr has increase
ed but that w
was not the ca
ase for
disperrsion of LP growth rates in
MFP.
he standard de
eviation at a 3-digit
3
industryy also shows stability
s
in the degree of disspersion. Exce
eptions
Th
includ
de an increasse in the stan
ndard deviatio
on (pharmace
eutical produc
cts, chemicalss, wood and paper,
rubbe
er and plasticcs, electrical equipment, furniture, acc
commodation and food seervices, Lega
al and
accou
unting, Advertising and marrket research)) or a decreas
se (Computerr, electronic aand optical pro
oducts,
Publisshing,

audio
ovisual

and

broadcasting
g

activities,

IT,

Electrricity

and

ggas,

real

estate,

teleco
ommunicationss).
Ch
hart 4: Disperrsion of LP growth rates
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Ch
hart 5: Disperrsion of MFP growth rates
s

Source: bassed on OECD’s Multiprod outp
put6. MFP comp
puted as a Solow
w residual.

n explanation would be tha
at, in global te
erms, none of the Portuguese firms are aat the global frontier
f
An
and th
he data only compares firms
s at the nation
nal frontier with
h the laggards
s, where produuctivity converrgence
seemss to be easie
er (Bartelsman
n et al, 2008) . However, many
m
Portugue
ese firms are integrated in global
value chains and are
a either lea
ading their sp
pecific field (e
e.g. Amorim fo
or cork appliaances in aero
ospace
V
for road
d tolls) or in multinationals where higheer productivity levels
industtry, CGC genetics or Via Verde
justifyy the operation
n in Portugal.
Mo
oreover, Santtos et al (20
017) present evidence of spillovers from recently inntroduced structural
reform
ms in the busin
ness environm
ment and prod uct markets th
hat impact MF
FP at a firm levvel. These spillovers
are bo
oth of diffusio
on from the fro
ontier through
h learning and innovation by
y laggards annd of catching
g-up by
other firms via the adoption
a
of ex
xisting technolo
ogies or imitattion of production processess.
he stability in dispersion,
d
the
en, may be du
ue to a low nu
umber of Portu
uguese firms cconnected to GVCs,
Th
namely SMEs whicch account for 99% of total firms. These are benefiting
g for the diffussion and catch
hing-up
anisms but mo
ost of the Portuguese firmss are not. This is consistent with the low ccompetitive pressure
mecha
in som
me product ma
arkets exposed in section 3..4 below.
A second conse
equence at the OECD leve
el was higher wage
w
dispersion due to skilll biased technology
ncements, ressulting in a jo
ob polarization
n where midd
dle income wo
orkers lose thheir jobs due to the
enhan
deloca
alization of firm
ms for other parts of the wo
orld, searching
g for a similar-s
skilled workforrce at a lower cost.
Fig
gure 6 showss the distributio
on of average
e wage in priv
vate firms to im
mprove betweeen 2006 and
d 2014.
Table 3 presents different measu
ures of disperrsion that confirm lower wage dispersionn. The ratio be
etween
ercentiles 90 and
a 10 slightly
y increased in some sectors
s (agriculture, market
m
servicees, constructio
on) but
the pe
decreased in otherss (manufacturring, utilities). T
The increase was fully explained by the eevolution in th
he ratio
een middle an
nd low-wage workers
w
(50 a
and 10), given
n that there was
w a decreasse in the disp
persion
betwe
betwe
een wages in the
t percentiles
s 90 and 50. M
Moreover, Gin
ni coefficients decreased in all sectors except in
Mining
g.
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Marrket Services: Wholesale
W
and retail trade, ttransportation and storage, accommodatioon and food se
ervices,
Publish
hing, audiovisu
ual and broadca
asting, telecom
mmunications and IT; Real estate, Legal , acccounting, head offices
and m
management co
onsultancy activvities, technicaal, testing and analysis, adverrtising , markett research, vetterinary
and ad
dministrative seervice activities, education, huuman health , re
epair of computers and houseehold goods.
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Ch
hart 6: Distrib
bution of the average wag
ge in Portuguese firms – 2006 and 20144

Source: IE
ES, firm level data
d

Ta
able 3: Disperrsion measurres of averag
ge wage (per worker)
w
Sectors

90/10
(2006)

90/10
(2014)

9
90/50
((2006)

50
90/5
(201
14)

50/10
(2006)

50/10
(2014)

Agriculture
Mining
M
Manufacturin
ng
Utilities
Construction
n
M
Market
Services
Total

4,41
3,62
3,17
5,82
3,88
4,64
4,24

4,46
3,79
3,12
5,12
4,09
4,66
4,41

1,91
1,86
1,88
2,40
1,95
2,23
2,12

1,8
83
1,8
80
1,8
82
2,3
35
1,9
91
2,17
06
2,0

2,31
1,95
1,69
2,43
1,99
2,08
2,00

2,43
2,10
1,71
2,18
2,14
2,14
2,14

C
Ginii Coef. Gini Coef.
(2006)
(201
14)
0,32
0,29
0,29
0,42
0,33
0,36
0,34

0,3
31
0,3
30
0,2
27
0,4
40
0,3
31
0,3
35
0,3
33

Source: IES
S, firm level data
a

Th
herefore, it see
ems that distrributional effeccts of the slow
wdown in prod
ductivity growtth in Portugal do not
match
h those presented by the OECD.
O
Lower productivity growth
g
in Porttugal is neitheer associated with a
disperrsion of productivity gains between
b
firms in the same sector
s
nor with
h higher wage dispersion be
etween
high a
and low skilled
d workers due
e to skill biase
ed technology enhancementts. A consequuence is that itt is not
desira
able that public policies tow
wards producttivity should be
b limited befo
orehand by eqquality concerrns, as
somettimes it is argu
ued (OECD, 2016).
2
Th
he difference between
b
the Portuguese
P
ca
ase and the OE
ECD thesis may arise from the economic
c crisis,
when there was a huge
h
increase
e in unemployyment but wag
ge moderation
n policies weree highly progrressive
here was an in
ncrease in inccome inequality explained by
b higher uneemployment (p
peaked
(OECD, 2017a). Th
ot due to wag
ges given tha
at average eaarnings for the total
at 17.5% in the 1sst. quarter of 2013) but no
omy became more equal. The S90/S10
0 ratio decrea
ased from 7.1 to 6.4 betweeen 2006 and
d 2013
econo
(Arnold and Rodrigu
ues, 2015).
deed, it was lo
ow wagers, yo
oung and lesss-skilled worke
ers, who were
e more affecteed by the incre
ease in
Ind
unemployment rate
e since 2000 and by the worsening off economic co
onditions thatt followed the
e 2008
t near-bank
kruptcy of 201 1.
financcial crisis and the
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3 – Productivity determinants
A way to understand the slowing down of productivity growth in Portugal is to consider the
determinants of LP and MFP growth. Syverson (2011) reviews the productivity literature and presents
evidence of very significant effects on aggregate productivity from physical capital of quality, intangible
investment in information technology, R&D and innovation, and human capital accumulation. Moreover,
the business environment can affect firms’ incentives to apply the above factors to raise their own
productivity level through a better resource allocation from higher product market competition and
knowledge and technology spillovers. Gonçalves and Martins (2016) broadly confirm these determinants
for Portuguese manufacturing firms.
Some of the determinants have recently registered a positive evolution – investment in R&D, ICT
capital growth, formal education, birth rate of new firms or increasing integration on global markets. Thus,
other reasons must explain why Portugal is not converging in terms of productivity.

3.1 - Investment in equipment and infrastructure
Portugal benefited from a huge inflow of foreign capital after the EC entry and when the European
Monetary Union was on the making and resulted in an increase in the net stock of capital per person
employed (figure 7). This included both private and official EU funds, and purely financial and FDI flows.
According to OECD data, the inflow was reflected by an average yearly compounded growth rate of capital
intensity7 in Portugal of 4.6% between 1995 and 2013, significantly above the EU core (2.7%) and G7
(2.4%) averages.
However, this growth in capital intensity was accompanied with a decrease in both the LP and the MFP
growth rates (section 2). Capital services from this inflow were not of a sufficiently “high quality” nature to
have a significant positive impact on productivity (e.g. Sakellaris and Wilson, 2004). Figure 8 shows a fall
in capital productivity8 growth in Portugal since 1995 more pronounced than in all G7 countries.
The unproductive use of capital in the Portuguese economy is also confirmed by the decreasing,
almost to nil, capital per worker contribution to trend labour productivity growth (adjusted for cyclical
effects) in Portugal between 2000 and 2015 (Ollivaud et al, 2016).
The weak effect of this capital inflow in productivity is unexpected due to the low relative level of capital
per worker in Portugal, well below that of the EU15 core countries (Figure 10). But capital misallocation
and excessive consumption of imported goods and services explain it.
A between-sector misallocation of capital since the 1990s can be seen in the growth of non-tradable
sectors and in investment in infrastructure and housing. Reis (2013) hypothesizes that the financial
integration after 1995 was not reflected by financial deepening in the tradable sector but via the expansion
of less productive private and state firms in the non-tradable sector.

7

Capital intensity is the ratio of capital services (the flow of productive services that capital delivers in production)
per hour worked.
8
Capital productivity is measured as the ratio between the volume of GDP and the volume of capital input, defined
as the flow of capital services. Capital services are estimated by the OECD using the rate of change of the productive
capital stock, which considers the reduction in the productive capacity of fixed capital assets. A common
computation method for all countries ensures comparability.
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deed, a significant part of capital wass channeled to
t state and//or protected industries su
uch as
Ind
whole
esale and retail trade, real estate
e
or consstruction, whic
ch registered higher
h
profits bbut lower LP growth
g
(OECD productivityy indicators). Tradable se
ectors with hiigher productivity growth, such as trad
ditional
ustries, faced
d a downsiziing due to European
E
inte
egration and international trade
manufacturing indu
liberalization.
oreover, there
e was a lot of investment
i
in infrastructure and housing during the 19990s, when the
e stock
Mo
of cap
pital in constru
uction was 257
7% of GDP wh
hile the stock of vehicles an
nd other equippment was only 78%
of GD
DP. This diffe
erence, althou
ugh partially reflecting the
e longer life-time of consttruction, show
ws that
investtment in Portu
ugal was too concentrated.
c
Construction also represen
nted 11.5% of total employm
ment in
2000, well above th
he EU core countries (6.2%)).
ow down afte
er 2000, new
w investment in constructio
on still
Evven when capital inflows started to slo
repressented 60% of
o the total (Fig
gure 9), well a
above other EU countries and despite thee doubtful eco
onomic
(but n
not the politica
al) rationale. For example, part of a third highway between Lisbooa and Porto (urban
areas with 2.8 and 3.6 million pe
eople, respecctively) was bu
uilt, when the second compplete highway had a
y road investtments were made under badly negottiated public-private
very low level of traffic. Many
erships where
e the risk was entirely
e
on the
e side of the Portuguese
P
sta
ate. Investmennt in housing le
ed to a
partne
situatiion where 5 million
m
residen
ntial houses e
existed for a population
p
of 10 million butt because the
e rental
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marke
et is not workiing since the 1970s a lot o
of houses are degraded. Mo
ost of the inveestment was in new
house
es in city outskkirts and not in
n refurbishing the old ones in
i city centers.
Th
hese frivolous policy decisio
ons contribute
ed to a rapid in
ncrease in the level of Portuuguese debt but
b had
low in
nfluence on pro
oductivity grow
wth. The consstruction boom
m was financed
d by the bankiing sector lead
ding to
a cred
dit misallocatio
on that still ex
xists today. De
espite being the
t hardest industry affecteed after 2008 and
a its
very low profitability, construction still remainss the largest industry meas
sured by bankk loans (17% of the
est non-perforrming rate, 28
8% (IMF, 2015
5).
total), with the highe

nally, excessivve consumptio
on associated
d with an aim to reach bette
er living standdards is seen by the
Fin
financcial flows coming from abro
oad that were channeled thrrough the ban
nking system tto import good
ds and
servicces such as ca
ars or tourism
m. These flowss were reflecte
ed in an avera
age deficit of 8.4% of GDP
P in the
Portug
guese currentt account durin
ng the decade
e of 2000.
An
n increasing bad
b allocation of capital via an over-focus on non-tradable sectors ((OECD, 2017b) and
bad in
nvestment decisions in infrrastructure an
nd housing wh
hen capital wa
as abundant, together with
h a low
level of capital perr worker and a recent fina
ancing constra
aint to the whole economyy where investment
he level neede
ed to replace
e the capital stock
s
(figure 10),
1
has beenn and still is a very
growth is below th
imporrtant bottlenecck to productivity growth.
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3.2 – R&D, ICT and innovation
Portugal increased the level of expenditure in Research & Development (% of GDP) up to 2010. Gross
domestic expenditure on R&D in Portugal was 1.3% of GDP in 2014, up from 0.7% in 2000 and the
number of researchers per thousand employed is now higher than in the OECD or the EU28 (Figure 11).
Moreover, and according to the OECD, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) capital services
per hour worked grew an average of 11.3% between 1995 and 2013, above that of the UK, the US or
Japan.
Furthermore, Portugal is seen as a moderate innovator and is ranked 18th in the European Innovation
Scoreboard 2016 (EIS), presenting an innovation performance only slightly below the EU average. In the
mostly perception-based Global Competitiveness Report 2015, Portugal ranks (in 140 countries) well in
some indicators: Technological readiness 26th (32nd in 2008); Innovation 28th (35th in 2008); Availability
of scientists and engineers 21st (48th in 2008); Availability of new technologies 18th (28th in 2008); Quality
of scientific research institutions: 21st (33rd in 2008);
These are the outcome of public policies aiming to increase the stock of knowledge produced in the
Portuguese scientific community. However, they did not materialize in higher LP or MFP growth because
these policies led mainly to non-market dominated research. R&D is still too concentrated in the state
sector, mainly in universities, and is mostly of a fundamental and not of an applied nature (Heitor et al,
2014). For example, universities filed for one third of national patents since 2010.
The rankings mostly reflect the level of expenditure but do not consider the efficiency or the market
usage of these investments. Business oriented policies were based on tax credits and subsidies to
investment in R&D and innovation. But these were insufficiently evaluated, were partly destined to nontradable industries and achieved a limited success. Other policy efforts, such as the placement of PhDs in
firms, failed.
Investments in intangible capital such as information technology, R&D and innovation benefit
productivity growth through the improvement of production processes and better products and services
((Jorgenson et al, 2008; Balasubramanian and Sivadasan, 2011). Furthermore, they may originate
productivity spillovers through the diffusion of innovation knowledge (Gersbach and Schmutzler, 2003) and
technology transfer (Bloom et al, 2007) from firms in the global or national productivity frontier. The
question is in what degree did this happened in Portugal?
The low number of researchers, the low total expenditure or the low number of patent applications by
Portuguese firms indicates that these positive effects on productivity growth were limited.
The number of researchers that work in businesses are still half of the OECD average or the USA, and
60% of the EU28 (Figure 12). In a similar way, expenditure on R&D in Portugal is almost half of the OECD
average (2.4% in 2014). Business expenditure on R&D in % of the total is growing (from 28% in 2000 to
50% in 2014) but partially due to lower state spending. It still is below that of developed economies (the
OECD average is almost 70%).
Patent applications per 1,000 researchers are also too low, being in Portugal one tenth of the OECD
average. The number of Portuguese patent applications filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (priority
year) per 1,000 researchers (FTE) was 4 in 2014 (2 in 2000), but well below the OECD average: it grew
from 31 to 38 between 2000 and 2014.
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However, this convergence in formal education coincided with the slowing down of productivity growth,
where Portugal diverged with developed economies. Human capital accumulation originating from
improvements in formal education or training policies is expected to accelerate LP and MFP growth (Fox
and Smeets, 2011). In the case of Portugal it was not sufficient, and three possible reasons may explain
why: wasted resources, non-aligned incentives and insufficient policy evaluation.

Chart 13: Level of education in Portugal and in the EU core *
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Primary and secondary school in Portugal are still too centralized and schools have low autonomy.
Financing is too dependent of the state and is not associated with school performance. Real expenditure
grew by 33% since 2008, the largest increase among OECD countries except Turkey9. Because the
number of students fell by 6%, the growth in expenditure per student was even higher. Overall, Portugal
has spent 6.1% of GDP in education in 2013 (4.6% in 2008), above the OECD average of 5.2%.
This increase would be justifiable if the goal was to improve education for workers aged 55-64, where
the gap in education is wider and long-term unemployment is concentrated. But this seems not to be the
case because only 0.3% of adults with more than 25 years old were enrolled in upper secondary education
in 2014.
Training and vocational programs oriented for the needs of employers improve skills of employees and
managers and help the unemployed re-enter the labour market. But the effectiveness of these policies
varies a lot and has room for improvement. The number of graduates in vocational programs is growing
fast although it is still below the OECD average. In 2014, 41% of 25-34 years-old with upper secondary
education had graduated from a vocational program, below the OECD average of 59% (OECD, 2015b).
Their employment rate was around 80%, indicating a good level of effectiveness.
Training policies benefited from a recent attempt to increase on-the-job training and to integrate
employers and other stakeholders in their design. But although Portugal received financial support from
the EU in the last 30 years for these policies, their use was seldom duly evaluated, often resulting in a
waste of resources with no sustainable effects for the beneficiaries.

9

OECD Education at a Glance, 2016.
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The first is that new Portuguese firms have also a high mortality rate. Figure 16 shows a decreasing
number of firms since 2008 despite the high birth rate. This is not a problem if new firms, with a higher
productivity level, are replacing old and stagnant ones. However, most of these start-ups are not able to
grow. Between 2009 and 2013 only 6% of the Portuguese firms were less than 2 years old (OECD,
2017b), thus requiring an evaluation of policy incentives.
Moreover, half of the small firms are more than 10 years old (OECD, 2017b) but some continue to exist
despite being in a near insolvent situation. In the period 2010-2014, 41% of Portuguese firms had to pay in
interest more than the cash-flows they could generate in at least one fiscal year. Around 20% of the total
paid more in interest than the generated cash-flow in every one of those 5 years. Their survival, even
considering tax evasion, indicates that barriers to exit are more present than the high mortality rate might
imply and confirm a within-industry resource misallocation (Dias et al, 2015).
Braguinsky et al (2013) also show that Portuguese firms, contrary to firms in other developed countries,
are even shrinking and that several labour laws discriminate against medium and large firms, a disincentive to grow. This explains why there are too few firms with more than 50 employees in Portugal, half
(in percentage of the total) of the EU28 average, one third of the UK and Ireland or one fifth of Germany
(figure 17).
EC data confirms that large and medium-sized Portuguese firms also represent a lower share of
employment (37%) than in France (52%), UK, (63%) or Germany (58%), indicating also an inefficient
labour allocation. Therefore, creative destruction is not occurring and a misallocation of resources exists
because they are not moving from firms with lower productivity growth into new and innovative ones (Lentz
and Mortensen, 2008; OECD, 2015a).
The second is that several other obstacles are still affecting the growth of firms. Despite the
simplification efforts of the last decade, firms still complain about excessive regulations, a justice system
characterized by long delays, an arduous environmental licensing regime and an unstable legal
environment, where tax conditions are permanently changing and new levies being introduced (Portugal
Statistics, 2015).
Furthermore, too low level of equity capital, not comprehensible and unstable financial policies where
alternative financing has a limited impact on firms and a stricter environment that reduces the access to
financing, and more so to new firms, are also a barrier. The level of debt of Portuguese firms reached
almost 180% of Portuguese GDP in 2012 and, after a considerable deleveraging, it still was at 150% of
GDP in mid-2016, one of the highest and 20 p.p. above the Euro area average. Most Portuguese firms
face liquidity problems and financing difficulties and, according to Banco de Portugal, almost 30% have
non-performing loans.
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Although the Portuguese economy is becoming more open, the level of openness is still insufficient if
compared with similarly developed economies. More openness, and more competitive firms operating in
global markets, is a way to improve resource allocation and reverse the sluggish productivity pace in
Portugal.

4 – Conclusion
A growing and deeper integration of the Portuguese economy in global markets was expected to lead
to a convergence in productivity to the most developed countries. Paradoxically, this is not happening.
After 40 years of democracy and economic integration Portugal still has almost a similar gap in LP and it is
facing a decreasing and diverging trend in aggregate productivity growth.
The above assessment of the Portuguese situation indicates that there are different reasons for the
slowdown in productivity growth and a lack of convergence with developed economies since the mid1990s. The more conspicuous is increasing resource misallocation at industry and firm levels:


Between-sector misallocation of capital in non-tradable sectors and via the insufficient market
orientation of R&D investments



Between-sector misallocation of labour and skills in non-tradable, including state, industries



Within-sector misallocation of capital and labour from the survival of zombie firms



Between-firms resource misallocation from the insufficient number of firms able to grow and
become large



Within-firms resource misallocation from low competitive pressure to innovate in non-tradable
sectors, originated domestically and abroad, and limited diffusion of knowledge and technology

The recent improvement in some of the productivity determinants was not sufficient. Economic policy
was too focused on creating employment independently of their sustainability while ignoring reforms to
improve resource allocation and productivity growth. Insufficient policy evaluation explains why it is taking
so long to correct these market inefficiencies.
Given that the potential return of policy reforms is significant (e.g. Bouis and Duval, 2011), improved
public policies are needed to change incentives, reduce market inefficiencies and enhance aggregate
productivity growth (Albrizio and Nicoletti, 2016).
Some pro-productivity policies were or are being tried but often there is a loss of continuity in public
policies when a new government takes office in Portugal, thus slashing previous efforts. Moreover, policy
evaluation is not embedded as a regular practice, thus hurting the ability to continuously learn and improve
public policy. Therefore, evaluation from a productivity perspective can lead to better and rightly focused
policies.
The option may be to implement an independent productivity council, similar to Australia’s or New
Zealand’s, with an extensive and transparent coverage of policies across the board (Banks, 2015). This
advising body would have the aim to evaluate and to identify and underline the benefits of pro-productivity
policies, thus being useful in counterbalancing interests opposed to reforms.
Policy reforms may help to enhance resource allocation, to improve competitiveness and to achieve a
higher economic return. Therefore, more is needed from the public sector, namely stable and effective
policies that are continuously evaluated.
More is also needed from the private sector. Portuguese firms still are too small, too indebted and
structurally too dependent of domestic demand. But firms are the key for the Portuguese economy to
become better integrated into global value chains so that the global productivity frontier is more frequently
reached. It is a higher return from it that will improve living standards and make Portugal to converge.
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